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The Halcón SuperSport „Falcarto“ – Passion brought to Life
A small, creative company from Frankfurt designs a car, born from ingenuity and personal inspiration. The worldwide limited
edition of 25 cars is handcrafted. The premier presentation to the public was at the IAA in September 2015.
It still exists: childhood dreams, nurtured and cultivated until they become reality. Rick T. Damm (CEO), Christopher Kranz
(De- sign) and Ralph Diehl (Investors Relations) – believe in dreaming big. The shareholders of the Frankfurt firm launched
in 2013, Halcón SuperSport, as well as several other companies with a hands-on involvement, created a car unique in form,
color and performance, fulfilling their life-long vision. An exclusive limited edition, built to individual, customized order.
That‘s a promise they‘ll keep.

Halcón SuperSport named their first creation “Falcarto“. Each car will be handmade in Germany. During the last two years, the
design has been developed and perfected by the Frankfurt team. They know that a timeless design needs constant refinement.
Fine-tuning is essential for high-end production. The chassis frame and motor of the Halcón SuperSport „Falcarto“ guarantees
the sportive passionate joy of driving. The car possesses a centrally located V6 3.7 liter twin-turbo front engine constructed
out of aluminum with steel cylinder liners and high-strength H-Beam design rods. The use of a technology in which the variable
valve and valve range are constantly adjusted, enables instant and powerful response qualities as well as providing an optimal
torque band.
The thermally optimized exhaust manifolds are made of cast iron and the exhaust system is of stainless steel with cross-wise
arranged mufflers in the rear for optimal weight distribution. By incorporating carbon fiber, the body weight is reduced and
the recalculated dynamics make for an excellent power to weight ratio. Visible carbon fiber elements accentuate the striking
design. Customers can choose their own personal color statement from five extraordinary hues.

About Halcón
The Halcón SuperSport-Team is located in the heart of Frankfurt Main / Germany.
Falcarto is currently at the Dubai International Motor Show at DWTC, Za’abeel 2, Stand Z279
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